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If you're looking to make mega-strength gains quickly then Isometrics offer you a supercharged
shortcut of the highest order.But what way, type and kind of isometrics gets you your biggest
bang for your buck? What style or method of isometrics can get quickly get you new strength,
new mass, better sports ability etc.Discover herein:- The most powerful superquick shortcuts to
mega-strength- The best isometric training to get stronger, faster- The most efficient means of
gaining new muscle, fast- The best insider secrets to increasing ALL your lifts, be they isometric
or standard-dynamic- The exact timings, percentages and intensities to produce maximum
strength and hypertrophy results- How often to train to gain the most efficient outcomes- and
TONS more of top insider secrets to becoming ridiculously strongYou see isometrics are the
hidden, 'lost' secret to the old-time strongmen's training. They are the reason why myriad lifts
from the early 20th century stay untouched and untroubled by today's athletes.Isometrics are the
quickest, most efficient 'system hack' to new strength and power you'll ever come across. But
they remain the stuff of legend because most folks are confused between the different ways,
types, kinds and techniques of the isometric universe. I clearly show you the stringent definitions
of ways, types and kinds of isometrics. And how you can use them to take your strength, muscle
and training results to a much higher level.Gain clarity here now. Invest some of your currency
units in this near 150 page 'bible' of isometric training. And take ALL of your training up, not one
level, but many. Comes with my contact details if you need my feedback/ coaching.



Isometrics: For Strength, For Power, For Speed, and For the WIN - Special Report #1 Strength
and PowerI’m going to show you how:- Isometrics are a form of resistance exercise involving
intense muscle contractions?- They require no, little, found or standard resistance
equipment to generate incredible strength loads?- They need no movement to produce
amazing strength results because they consist of static contractions?Possibly you’ve wondered
how this can be?Surely, to gain strength and muscle, your limbs must move through a range of
motion to achieve a definite productive result, right?Nope.But surely ONLY ‘dynamic’ lowering/
raising/ lowering reps can build strength and muscle?Ah but nope again!Hello, my name is
Russell Wilks and I’m a writer, author, novelist, strength coach and information products
entrepreneur.In this Special Report I’m going to show you that the secret to all strength building
is in the quality and intensity of contraction and NOT in the movement of muscles. Or in the
amount of reps and sets (volume) you do.And I’m going to show you how you can use Isometric
Training in your life to get MUCH Stronger, densify your musculature and produce amazing
strength, muscle, health and sportive benefits.“But Surely Your Muscles Must Move Through a
Full Range of Motion to Build Strength?”Nope…You see when your muscles encounter a load.
Or are placed under a load. They contract. They don’t need to move to experience this
contraction. It is the encounter with resistance that causes it. The heavier the resistance, the
greater the contraction.That contraction can be self-generated (self-resisted). It can be from
working against objects. Or it can be generated by using weighted, measurables progressive
resistances.Depending upon the strength or intensity of this contraction, large-scale, full-range
muscle movement can be detrimental to maximum strength-building because of your strength
ranges and phases that I’ll go into more as we go along.Forget common gym memes for
now.With an isometric there’s very little movement around the joint angle. Perhaps some slight
change at a microscopic level within your musculature. But there’s no real movement of the joint.
The chosen angle stays the same.Depending on how heavy the load is, dictates how intense
(strong) your contraction will be.A light load brings about a minor contraction.A very heavy load
demands a very heavy contraction (a maximum contraction).Load in the form of weight,
resistance etc. is efficiently gauged and adapted to by your Central Nervous System (CNS).As
your strength levels are governed by the state of your CNS, you can see that a healthy, vital
organism (yours) lifts more, runs more, does more, at a potentially higher output (intensity).
Regardless of your age or ability etc.In isometric exercise a load can be generated 3 Ways:1) A
‘Self-Resisted’ Contraction (Against Your Own Body)2) Using Objects (Against Chains, Static
Frames, Buildings, Towels Etc.)3) Using Measurable Equipment and Devices (Weights,
Resistance Bands, Strands Cables, Dynameters Etc.)Regardless of how the contraction is
generated, its strength is governed by its intensity (resistance).The level of resistance (load) you
encounter, dictates how many motor units your central nervous system must allocate to the task
of countering and coping with it.The stronger the perceived load, the more intense the



contraction produced. Because of this stronger contraction, your CNS must allocate greater
amounts of motor units to cope with the heaviness of the load.All resistance is gauged as such,
by your Central Nervous System. Your CNS governs how many motor units to allocate to resist
the load. And how strong you can be under specific circumstances.To get stronger you must
push your CNS to adapt to greater resistances. As there is a current natural limit to what you can
lift, move etc. Part of this is just progressive practice. And part is the ‘strength brakes’ placed
upon you under normal operation (more later).If normally 100 kgs is the maximum you could
move or resist in a deadlift. That would be your current ‘strength’ (your maximum) with that lift -
You’d be currently ‘capped’ at that level.So, if you tried to lift 300 kgs in a deadlift. Having only
ever done 100 kgs. It’s likely you’d fail - Because your CNS hasn’t so far been trained to accept
that that resistance is doable.Your muscles etc. wouldn’t be able to lift or resist it - Because
they’re just not used to that level of contraction, yet.Normally, the key principle of weight training
is progressive resistance. In that last week you lift 100 kgs as your max. This week you do 101
kgs for the same lift etc.There are a few shortcuts that quickly get past or increase this ‘strength
cap’ markedly. Isometrics are one of them. Because it’s possible to contract your muscles much
harder than they’ve ever done through standard weight training - Using a ‘self-resisted’, ‘object-
resisted’ or a ‘progressive-resistance isometric’ technique to resist far greater loads.A more
intense contraction causes a greater and reaction and adaptation.Once you’ve rested enough to
compensate for the beyond normal exertion, you’re potentially a lot stronger than you were
before it.This is merely cranking up your internal meter. The strength potential is already within
you as proven by the exceptions to the ‘strength cap’ rule…When you’re under extreme
emotional duress. Or you’ve been electrocuted, which could be classed as the same thing (more
later).For now, though, here’s a simple example of how your CNS gauges pressure/ force-
resistance.Let’s say your maximum barbell curl (your 1 Rep Max) is 100 kgs. And you pick up 10
kgs - Your Central Nervous System (CNS) is barely troubled to send any motor units at all -
Because the weight is very light compared to what it’s used to.But, the heavier the load
(resistance) or the longer it is held for (time), the more motor units are needed to cope with the
systemic demand.Let’s say you now do a barbell curl with 100 kgs, which is your current 1 Rep
Max. Now your CNS must send a large crew of motor units to cope with the heaviness of the
load.But, because this is your 1 Rep Max, your CNS only need send the same amount of motor
units as last time to deal with the challenge - It’s used to dealing with 100 kgs as your maximum
1 Rep Curl because it’s done it before. And it recognises that 100 kgs is around your maximum
for that lift.This illustrates an important point:“The way to get stronger is to force your CNS to
allocate greater amounts of motor units to the task by resisting greater loads (progressive
resistance (overload))”Ideally once you can lift 100 kgs in a barbell curl you’d rachet up to 105
kgs. And so on. Progressing in a systematic manner to 150 kgs, 175 kgs etc.If you get enough
quality sleep, rest, nutrition and recovery, all will generally progress.Primarily your CNS judges
the heaviness of the load. When you curl 105 kgs your CNS MUST allocate greater amounts of
motor units to resisting that load. Because this represents a new experience for it. It has not, until



now, resisted this much weight, like that.As well as the heaviness of the load, you can make
each lift harder (greater effort) through other means, without increasing the load, yet.In the bicep
curl example your CNS is forced to allocate more motor units to the task at hand IF you:1)
Increase the weight/ load/ resistance BEYOND your current recorded capability (LOAD-
RESISTANCE)So, when you put 105 kgs on the bar and lifted or resisted it in a curl, your CNS
must allocate more motor units to the task than it did last time - Because the load is heavier than
before.Heavier = Greater motor unit involvement (allocation). This is the primary (and most
easily understood) means of getting stronger.But you can also use TIME.2) Hold your 1 Rep
Max for longer than before - I.E You increase normal duration through ‘time under tension’ -
Before it was a 3 second rep and now it’s a 10 second repUp to a point (45 seconds), ‘Time
Under Tension’ is very useful in gaining more strength and to an extent, greater muscle.Beyond
45 seconds you go into muscle endurance territory, which is outside the remit of this work. And
not that useful to the production of strength and muscle.As well as the first two examples, you
can:3) Change the Leverage Angle (LEVERAGE) to make the exercise harder - The difficulty
increases but the weight or load stays the sameAt different stages along the ‘bar path’ (load
angle) the same weight or resistance is heavier relative to your strength ranges.The classic
barbell/dumbbell curl seems heavier at the bottom, relative to the strength you have at that angle
(start of your raising phase), than it is at the top.This is because the joint angle with the weight
relative to gravity is only 50% or so (it’s opposite with a resistance band, more on this later) - But
you’re just weaker at the beginning of a positive than you are in any other movement or strength
range (STRENGTH RANGE).The maximum point of a barbell curl is at around 90 degrees
(halfway).This is where your strength becomes greater on the bar path and the weight becomes
a true representation of its load - The barbell produces 100% resistance relative to gravity and
you can cope with it easier, because you’re entering your strongest range of strength (more on
this later).So, you see how greater amounts of motor units can be allocated to the task of
resisting a heavier than normal load. Or resisting a load you’re used to, but for a greater length of
time etc. Or by changing the leverage angle so the lift becomes harder, the further it is away from
your centre.You can see that by making your CNS work harder you get stronger. Because your
CNS controls the level of strength and muscularity you can display.The primary mechanism
(governor principle) via which your Central Nervous System controls your strength is through the
contractile ability of your ligaments and tendons.Your CNS communicates through your tendons
with your muscle fibres. Allowing them to contract relative to the load initiated or encountered.
But, as I say, with normal lifting there are ‘strength caps’ that are in place to make sure you don’t
hurt yourself.Isometrics subvert these ‘strength caps’ by allowing you to generate far greater
contractions that quickly reset your strength levels and dismantle barriers to extreme
progression. “How’s Your Motor Units Today?”Muscle fibres are bunched together into groups
known as “motor units”. A motor unit is best described as one motor neuron and all the muscle
fibres it supplies - There are myriad motor units within the overall muscle.When a muscle begins
to contract, superfast action signals are carried from your CNS, through your tendons, down the



motor neuron, across the motor endplate to the muscle fibres themselves.This action signal
communication is essentially sussing out the level of resistance it is initiating or encountering (or
thinks it’s encountering).Key Point:“Your CNS Is PRIMARILY Concerned with How Heavy the
Load Is. Not How Far That Load Travels”Your CNS does not recognise distance in a conventional
sense - It’s not judging whether you lift 500 kgs from the floor or from mid-thigh (that would be
governed by time not load).The primary information input is Weight/Resistance. Judging how
heavy a load is, is the main governing factor of proprioceptors (pressure sensors in your hands
and feet).Proprioceptors judge pressure-resistance. The act of proprioception evaluates how
many motor units need to be allocated to cope with the load your CNS is encountering at that
moment. This, as far as we currently know, is judged in this scale of importance:1) Weight/
Resistance (Load)2) Time (under Tension)3) Leverage (Angle and Position relative to gravity/
resistance)Time is the secondary factor.A weight/resistance might not be heavy enough to force
a massive ‘over-compensation’ (progressive overload) if it’s held for a brief time.But if you keep
resisting it for a longer time relevant to that load, your CNS will be forced to allocate greater
motor units to cope with the demand.This concept of ‘Time-Under-Tension’ is an important way
to create a dense sarcomeric contraction (more later).Up to a certain point, ‘Time-Under-
Tension’ can be very useful for building strength and muscle, because it forces an adaptive
response by taking your holds beyond what you’re currently comfortable with.For example, you
might hold a pair of 60 kg dumbbells in an isometric for 10 seconds. But you dig deep and go
beyond to 20 seconds. By doing so you ‘ask’ more of yourself and your CNS, which must
allocate more motor units to the task - It is forced to go beyond what it has so far experienced.IF
the load is challenging, then the technique has merit. So the resistance must be heavy enough
to present some difficulty that must be surpassed.A third factor, Leverage (how close or far away
the weight is from your body relative to the joint angle or position), can have an effect
also.Leverage can influence the difficulty of the lift angle and position. By making the lift harder
you demand greater effort from yourself to cope with it. A deadlift of 300 kgs from the floor is
more difficult because of the leverage angle and distance than the same 300 kgs from knee
height.The weight is the same. The things that are different are time (because it takes longer to
do a full normal rep and the leverage angle.Also, the weight seems lighter at the knee, because
at the bottom of the positive the weight is in your weakest strength range (the first 3rd) of your
weakest strength phase (positive, raising, concentric tension).So, load-resistance, time under
tension and leverage angle all have bearing upon where on the bar path you lift-resist, the most
weight.The main governing principle of isometrics is that you can produce a maximum
contraction at any point on said bar path. But if you’re using progressive resistance, then with
very heavy loads, that generally is applied in your strongest strength range.The point of using
isometrics is to increase your strength at a markedly quicker rate and through the most efficient
means. Primarily that’s through progressive resistance isometrics, so you can judge, measure
and record your strength progress.All WAYS of doing isometrics directly tap your CNS but
Progressive Resistance Isometrics make your CNS allocate greater motor units to the task of



resisting something.Progressive as in you make forward gains. And Resistance as in a load that
must be heavier than it has previously experienced.To use a load that is heavier than your CNS
has previously experienced, you often must lift-resist beyond your current full-range capabilities
(plus-maximal to your 1 rep full-range max).As we’ll see later, this often means doing
progressive resistance isometrics in your strongest range of motion, so you can safely handle
those plus-maximal loads.By resisting loads that are beyond your current CNS capabilities you
force it to adapt and reset to a higher-strength-level.As mentioned, secondary factors are Time
(‘Time Under Tension’). The amount of time a weight or load is held or resisted for - Those 60 kg
dumbbells you can hold for 10 seconds generate greater motor unit allocation when held for 20
seconds.And Leverage (The Joint Angle or The Distance from your body that Resistance or
Load is) also has, as we’ve noted, an effect.Holding 60 kg dumbbells at a 90-degree joint angle
on the most efficient bar path, for 10 seconds, is one thing.But that load becomes markedly
harder to use, seemingly heavier, the further away you hold them from your centre.At arm’s
length it takes double to triple the effort to support the same weight, thus requiring a greater
effort from your CNS. Because of Leverage.The practice of Isometrics (and indeed ALL strength
training) is governed by those 3 factors in that order of importance:- Load (Weight), Time,
LeverageThe load depends upon the weight (resistance) and the leverage/angle of the lift.As
we’ve seen, 60kg dumbbells weigh just that, when lifted with the most physiologically efficient
‘bar path’ - The weight of the object never changes.Gravity dictates that 60 kgs is just that. But it
can require up to 3 times the effort to resist its load, when you lift it from or to a mechanically
disadvantaged position (extra leverage) - Such as holding the dumbbell as far away from your
body as you can manage.Whilst the primary remit in this Special Report is to show you the truth
about isometrics and the maximal strength they give you, leverage is an important consideration
when dealing with resistance.Generally, the further away from your centre the weight is, the
heavier it seems, because of the leverage angle.So firstly, I hope now that you understand
that:1) The Greater the Load (Heavier the Resistance), The More ‘Work’ Your CNS Must Do to
Cope with It. And the Stronger You’ll Get Because Of ItBy giving your CNS greater, progressive
loads to cope with, you increase your strength - With the proviso that you rest the required
amount - To compensate for and overcome the inroad the demand has made upon you,
systemically.The greater your overall effort, the longer your recovery time, all told.Lifting 100 kgs
does not have the same systemic effect as lifting 1000 kgs.Whether you lift that 1000 kgs in 10
lots of 100 (Volume) or lift 1000 kgs in 1 Rep (Momentary Intensity) is also relevant.Your CNS
judges the difference between something very heavy in 1 load (momentary maximum effort) and
something not so heavy, but in cumulative volume (overall effort).Both Load and Volume have
relevance to getting stronger and more muscular. But it’s the heaviness of a single load that is
the lead governor in getting stronger.If your 1 rep max for the barbell curl is 100 kgs, when you
lift 105 kgs you get progressively stronger - As you’ve increased your strength intensity
potential.If you rep 100 kgs for 5 instead of 1, you also get stronger through volume. You’ve
adapted to the load and can now lift it easier, more times.But if you rep 75 kgs for 20, you’ve not



gotten stronger from a strength intensity point-of-view (because you’ve lessened the load). But
you’ve gotten stronger through being able to do cumulative volume (*I’ll show you more to do
with these concepts as we go along).A contraction is a reaction to pressure. The greater the
pressure, the greater your needed response - So you can see how, by resisting greater,
increasing loads (pressure), you’ll get stronger and potentially produce more power (strength
expressed quickly).DEFINITIONS:CNS - Your Central Nervous System, consisting of your Spine
and everything it commandsStrength - A Brief, Intense, Momentary Phenomenon. That can be
further divided into Alpha Strength and Beta StrengthAlpha Strength - Maximum (Maximal),
momentary effortBeta Strength - Sustained (Sub-Maximal) strength effortPower - Strength
expressed quicklyMuscle Contraction - A squeezing or tightening of the muscle fibres within
their own frame. Fibres reacting to intense pressure by contracting at a level that depends upon
the perceived loadMaximum Contraction - A muscular contraction that is so intense it reaches a
maximum state, with the most fibres being contractedPeak Contraction - A ‘Top Squeeze’. A
technique where, at the top of a rep, the muscle is squeezed hard to create a ‘pop’. Particularly
of interest to bodybuildersMotor Unit - An agent of your Central Nervous System that exists
within your muscles, that are put to work when resisting load-pressure (resistance)Tendon
Strength - How great a contraction your tendon can cope with or exert upon the muscles
attached to itCompound Movement (Lift) - A lift or exercise involving the movement or ‘stress’ of
multiple joints. Multiple joints work together to complete the movement (EG a Squat)In an
isometric, where there’s no movement at the point of maximum contraction, the exercise is
compound because it involves multiple joints. I.E Bottom Squat, Deadlift etc.Isolation Movement
(Lift) - A lift or exercise that involves the movement or ‘stress’ of single jointsIn an isolation,
tension is created around a single joint to complete the movement. The exercise involves stress
upon a single joint. I.E Bicep Curl, Triceps Press etc.Isometric Contraction - A muscular
contraction of varying intensity, where there’s no movement around the joint angle. This can be
as simple as tensing every muscle in your body against itself‘Isometric’ refers to there being
‘equal resistance’. As in the equality of the static contraction cancels out the ability to move a
muscle, until the tension is lessened“3 Types of Muscle Fibres Make Up a Muscle”The word
ISOMETRIC is defined best as: “Iso” meaning equal or the same, and “metric” meaning length.
Combining these two we get “equal or same length”.In a more modern, applicable sense, we
refer to isometrics as “equal contraction”. As in, because the tension on both sides of the action
is equal, there’s no movement beyond the point of maximum contraction - The applied tension is
stopped by equal resistance.“Obviously, isometrics are not to be confused with an isolation
movement which is an attempt to single-out a muscle group to get it to work harder without
support from those surrounding it”.As you now know, the primary governor of strength is your
CNS. This communicates with your muscles via your tendons.Most people think that muscles
themselves are responsible for your strength. This is not true - The strength of your muscles
means nothing without that of your tendons - Because your tendons, ligaments, sinews, bones
etc. are the template upon which your muscles rely.Luckily your tendons are very strong to begin



with. Even without training, your tendons are considerably stronger than the muscles they
control.Without strong tendons, muscles cannot exert maximum force (they cannot contract
maximally) - It’s your tendons that tell your muscles to contract via communication with your
CNS. And allow them to do so to a maximum without tearing themselves away from your bones
and flinging across the room!So, if you ever get to where your muscles can exert more force than
your tendons, through training, you’d not be able to maximally contract your muscles. Because
they’d be limited by the strength of the tendons relative to the muscles they control.In fact, if your
muscles did become stronger than your tendons, it’s highly likely you’d eventually tear a tendon -
Which is not a good idea as tendons are NOT designed to tear.Luckily this is highly unlikely for
most people, IF you do strength training that involves isometrics. And you do it sensibly and
pragmatically.So, tendons control muscles and they’re already much stronger than them
because they must be. And if you train your tendons and challenge them with heavy lifting, they’ll
always be much stronger than your muscles - Which is a good thing.However, if you’ve weight
trained for a few years and done no specific training for your tendons. Then you run the risk of
your muscle strength eventually outstripping that of your tendons. Which as I’ve stated, is not
good, because it can lead to tendon tears.Also, by refusing to do specific training for your
tendons you’ll be limiting your strength capabilities, by having strong muscles but weak
tendons.To get stronger you must work your tendons as well as your muscles. And tendons
respond best to specific static/ isometric training.Why? Because, tendons and ligaments are
made of thick, fibrous material that are mainly static in nature. They’re not designed to ‘microtear’
like your muscles.Most tendons (barring exceptions like the Achille’s Hell etc.) don’t move that
much in comparison to the muscles they control. Whereas muscles can and do move through
much greater ranges of motion.Tendons attach and anchor muscles to bones. They’re made of
dense fibrous material that holds you together. This is their main job.Isometrics, as it relates to
training tendons and muscles, involves:- Tensing (Contracting) muscles against other
muscles (‘self-resisted’)- Tensing against an immovable object (‘object-resisted’)-
Tensing against increasing measurable loads (‘progressive resistance’)All these WAYS of doing
isometrics occur whilst the length of the muscle remains unchanged (they’re static contractions).
There is no overt change of muscle length during a rep. A maximum contraction is achieved
through your maximal effort applied to the technique. For isometric training to be effective,
muscular tension must be maintained over a specific time (a rep-set).Therefore, isometric
training is best defined as: “The Contraction of a Muscle of Muscles Over A Specific Time,
Where the Length of The Muscle Remains Unchanged”DEFINITIONS:Contraction = Tension,
over a pre-specified unit of time, depending upon the way, type, kind and technique of isometrics
you’re doing and howTendon - Thick, Fibrous, heavyset biological material that anchors your
muscles to your bones. Governs your muscle strength (contraction intensity) via your CNS“If
Isometrics Are So Great, Why Aren’t They More Popular?”Isometric training (before it was
named thus) has been around for thousands of years, so is nothing new - Many extraordinary
results in strength and muscle size have been achieved in very short periods, with this type of



training.However, because of training fads, trends, ‘flavour of the month’ exercise products and
techniques (a great description of the fitness industry in general), isometric usage by athletes is
often overlooked, misunderstood or just not known about. Also bear in mind a lot of people who
take up resistance training are confused as to their purpose and desired outcome. Maybe they
never think about why and what they’re training for? And if they do, they may not understand the
importance of isometrics for strength training.And so, they might never think that isometrics are
relevant to what they’re looking to achieve. Because they haven’t defined what they want to
achieve in the first place. Or opened their mind enough to understand something currently
beyond their ken.Why would you be confused as to what isometrics can do for you? Because
often mistaken beliefs such as: a ‘muscle must go through a full-range of motion’ to build
strength and muscle etc. pollute the training landscape.Also, a lot of people are under the
mistaken belief that to get stronger you must do a lot of reps and sets and a lot of volume to get
any results. Again, this is not true. In fact, beyond a certain point, the more volume you do the
less intensity you can produce = “Intensity Wanes as Duration Gains.”In short, a lot of people
take modern bodybuilding attitudes and impose them on strength training and wonder why
they’re not getting great results.What do I mean?Here’s an example:IF you wanted to put on
large-scale muscle mass, how would you generally choose to train? What type of training would
you gravitate towards?I’d suggest that bodybuilding-style training. Where you do a ‘split’ of
different body parts, at a higher-frequency of training etc. per week. Would be the way to
go.Why? Because generally, extra muscle mass is created through using a relative heavy weight
for higher reps. The Mass range is generally 8 to 6 reps. The Hypertrophy range is generally 20
to 8.Now, IF you wanted to get much faster but not necessarily gain massive muscle mass, how
would you elect to train? What type of training would you do?Would you be under the impression
that you could just do a ‘speed’ version of your standard muscle mass training? Mostly involving
doing the same or similar exercises but faster with lighter weights?But of course, whilst doing
some exercises faster with less weight, can have a small ‘speed effect’…Overall, it’s primarily
isometric strength training, done in a specific way, that’ll make you faster.Why? Because it ‘tunes
up’ the nerve connections between your CNS and your limbs (a tonic effect). Making you more
efficient at tapping your speed and power (making full use of your fast twitch type 2B muscle
fibres).To help you fully appreciate the value of isometrics training to increase your strength,
power, speed, agility etc. let’s take a quick look at some basic principles of muscular
contraction.To start.Out of the three muscle types you have (Cardiac, Smooth and Skeletal) the
first two are controlled by your unconscious. And that’s a good thing, because you don’t want to
keep remembering to make your heart beat, do you? What happens when you forget?Only your
Skeletal Muscles can be consciously controlled and made to do what you want them to. And so
those are of greatest interest to athletic endeavours.All skeletal muscles are made up of three
main fibre types. These fibre types are:1) Slow Twitch Fibres - Responsible for the endurance
and strength-endurance of a muscle. (Type 1)2) Intermediate Twitch Fibres - Possess qualities
of both slow and fast twitch fibres. (Type 2a)3) Fast Twitch Fibres - Responsible for the speed of



muscular contraction. (Type 2b)
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John R, “Excellent training system. This book is packed with a lot of information on training for
strength and fitness. Russell goes into great detail on this type of training, and at the end gives
a suggested training program. Russell also points out the value of training for tendon strength.
Highly recommended.”

Gregory P., “Best Old Time Isometric Book Ever! :))). This book was certainly the best book I've
ever read on old time isometric training for strength, power, mass and getting shredded! :)))”

Michael, “Impossible becoming possible. I was very skeptical about the book at first glance. The
information is incredibly simple yet effective.I am glad I purchased the book.”

Timothy E. Schlitt, “Super Isometrics for Maximum Strength and Muscle Gain. Very informative-
an easy read”

MRK, “Informational. Excellent source of information.”

Moonsword, “A Great Lesson in Isometric Strength Building.... Many books fail to provide
enough information to truly master the subject. THAT is not the case here. The author provides a
clear and reasoned description of both the benefits and the process of Isometric training. He
repeats the information in different ways to ensure you will fully grasp the process (More
later). :-) I have started doing Static Contraction training and was having problems finding a
detailed description of the process. In this book, I found a truly amazing level of detail. Not just
on static contraction training, but on all forms of Isometric training.This isn't some 30 page
introduction, instead it is a wonderfully thorough initiation into an "Old School" strength training
methodology. A definite win!NOTE TO AUTHOR: Please put in a Table of Contents.”

GREGL, “Super Isometrics. Super IsometricsOne of the better (and possibly controversial)
books on Isometric training that I have read in a while. Better because the author (Russell Wilks)
does an excellent job describing the various types of Isometric training( overcoming and
yielding) the kind of training, (sub maximal and plus maximal) and the way each affects muscle
growth and strength increases. He also gives examples of several training regimens using and
mixing all of the above. Contoversial? Maybe. Wilks dives into the “strong range” training
regimens previously describe by the “Power Factor” and “Max Contraction” systems. He
describes why these systems just may be effective in strength development.The writing is
somewhat repetitive and I had to “slog” through a few chapters, but still, the content was
interesting and I give it 5 stars for the content alone.”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Completo. Muy bueno, con muchas aplicaciones prácticas”



The book by Tony Arreola has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 44 people have provided feedback.
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